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Just then, hurried footsteps sounded and the Fourth Apostle stormed in with a dark look on his face.

"Welcome back, Fourth Apostle! What happened with Leon and the Thompsons? Has Arthur killed Leon already?" Rodney

rushed over and asked.

He arranged for the Fourth Apostle to spy on the Thompsons and since the Fourth Apostle was back, Rodney assumed that his

plan succeeded and Leon died at the hands of Arthur.

Apart from Rodney, everyone else in the room believed so as well and turned to look at the Fourth Apostle for confirmation.

"Sir, Leon's still alive!" The Fourth Apostle shook his head.

"What?" "Leon isn't dead?"

"How, ho's that possible!"

The news shocked everyone in the room and the Southern Boss stood abruptly, his smile fading. "Fourth Apostle, what is going

on? Leon 'killed' Yonas, why didn't Arthur kill him and avenge Yonas?!” The Southern Boss asked with a chilling tone, his

expression dark.

Just moments ago, he and Rodney believed that Leon was undoubtedly dead this time. Moreover, they made up their minds to

seize Cynthion Group in advance, so as not to let other ancient martial families take advantage of the situation.

However, things did not go as planned and they were all proven wrong as neither of them dreamt that Leon would still be alive.

This greatly exceeded their expectations and caught them offguard.

None of them could quite understand how Leon managed to convince Arthur to spare him.

"Sir, initially, Arthur and August did plan to kill Leon to avenge Yonas, but in the end, they were forcibly stopped by Angus, The

Fourth Apostle truthfully replied, recounting the incident of Angus protecting Leon and being expelled from the Thompsons.

"So it was all Angus's doing!" After hearing this, both the Southern Boss and Rodney flew into a rage, finally understanding why

Leon remained unharmed.

"Damn! How dare Angus ruin our plan?! He deserves to die!" Rodney was infuriated, unable to contain his anger.

He put so much thought into plotting against Yonas, intending to frame Leon and utilize Young Arthur to eliminate him. However,

because of Angus's interference, his plan ultimately failed. His heart was filled with anger and hatred toward Angus.

"Young Master, please calm down. Although Leon managed to escape unscathed this time, Arthur has given him three days to

investigate this matter. If he doesn't find any clues

within three days, Arthur will still kill him to avenge Yonas. In any case, Leon will only get to survive another three days, so there

is nothing to worry about," The Fourth Apostle quickly interjected.

He knew very well that while Rodney was the mastermind behind the plot against Yonas, he was the one who personally ended

Yonas's life. The Fourth Apostle used his internal strength to sever Yonas's internal circulation, leaving no traces behind; even if

Leon started investigating, he wouldn't be able to uncover the truth, let alone find any evidence.

If everything went as expected, Leon was still doomed to die and it was just a matter of sooner or later. i
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